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E-BE Class 5 
 

E-BE DVDs Counter Time: ([Evolutionary Path...] DVD 2) 00:40 – 01:20 
 

 
Questions and Answers 

 
 

1. What do Ordinations do? 
• Ordinations are an energy process. You link with a Rishi during an Ordination—

the Rishi has full 15-dimensional codes in it—and you become a vessel that can 
transmit 12th-dimensional frequency to people, once you are ordained to certain 
levels. Ordination will activate, at least temporarily, all of the Hova Bodies, and 
bring them into activation along with your/the ordinand’s 12-Strand Matrix. You 
won't hold all the frequency at once because if you haven't gotten there naturally, 
your body won't tolerate it. But the Ordination process is  able to provide enough 
of a burst of frequency that you can activate the fields of other people, and begin 
the Hova Body activation process in others. 

 
2. An ordained Melchizedek minister has an energetic field bond with a Rishi in 

Harmonic Universe  (HU) 5. What are the benefits of a Rishi Bond? 
• A Rishi Bond speeds up the process of activating the DNA strands in the 12-

Strand matrix, which would normally take many, many cycles in the Time Matrix. 
• What the Rishi does is sustain a high-frequency field for you. They sustain a 

Pillar of Light between you and HU-5 that you can't quite build yet on your own 
until you've cycled enough to get your Hova Bodies aligned. They will hold that 
Pillar of Light for you so you can accelerate the process of Hova Body alignment. 

• The Rishi will work with you to clear the Karmic Imprint as fast as possible 
without throwing your system into chaos. 

 
3. Why did the Guardian Alliance send the Azurite Council of the Melchizedek 

Cloister family into Harmonic Universe 1? 
• Because of the distortion that's been happening with some of the Melchizedeks 

down here now. The Melchizedeks are one of the primary targets for infiltration 
by the Illuminati matrices because of the information the Melchizedeks carry. 
That's scary, because those Melchizedeks don't know they're infiltrated. They'll 
have 99% great material—great stuff that'll help you—and that 1% will be shifted 
to become its opposite. And that's the tactic that's being used. That's why the 
Guardian Alliance sent in the Azurite Council. That's why they sent in the 
Melchizedek Cloister family: to try to get things back on line. 
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4. Usually the secrets of the Melchizedeks are only available to people willing to 
spend years training at Spiritual Schools. This knowledge is now being handed 
to everybody. Why is this so? 
• To help people protect themselves from what's going on here [ie. the distortions 

and infiltrations]. At this point the knowledge and the opportunity for bonding 
with a Rishi is being offered to everybody, because they know people here need 
protection, and because the Rishi want to see us get free. They want to see us 
evolve to our potential. A lot of the Rishi that are the most behind wanting this 
whole thing fixed are the ones who had little rebellious children in the Illuminati 
matrices. They're endorsing the program better than anyone because the Rishis 
were never corrupted on their level. It was the decision on the Avatar level to 
reverse their matrices. So the Illuminati Rishi are trying to help their members 
home and get them healed, and get them aligned. So they ordain them, too, 
because once you get the field bond it will start to purge out things that are not 
harmonic in your field. If you underwent Monadic Reversal, Ordination will 
begin the process of bringing the codes back to their original place. If you are 
born in a matrix that is an Illuminati matrix and you don't know it, you won't be 
able to have those codes reversed while you're in the body this time—the body 
can't tolerate the stress. But as soon as you have your natural end to this lifetime, 
you will be able to go into a full Rishi bond and get plugged in. So no matter who 
you are, Ordinations are really helpful. 

 
5. The original "path" you came in on is called what? And what is the significance 

of this "path" in relation to an Ordination/Rishi Bond? 
• To accept an Ordination means you have to be fully committed to being on what's 

called your Heroic Probability—that was the original path that you came in on— 
because that's the only path that has a high enough vibration in your body pattern 
to keep a bond with a Rishi, to sustain and hold that bond energetically. If you go 
off your Heroic Probability, you will get advised not to. It's not as if you fall off 
and then you fall apart. But the Rishi is transmitting higher frequency into your 
field, it's giving you a jumpstart on what you normally can do. If you step off the 
path, all of a sudden your frequency drops really fast, and so does the connection 
with your Rishi, but you still have lots of extra energy flying around your system 
that you wouldn't have had in there if you hadn't had Rishi help. So it gives you a 
lot more frequency to process and it can be very difficult to process that. It's like 
errant frequency running through the Emotional Body and Mental Body. So a 
person who would accept an Ordination would be someone who's ready to 
connect to their own Heroic Probability: "What I came here to do," "What my 
God Seed wanted me to do,"  "What my Soul wanted me to do"—rather than just 
what the Ego thinks is right. They're willing to open the lines of communication 
so they could start to hear the Higher Self while it was talking to them. They're 
guided, and if you're having a problem or an issue, that's where you turn for 
counsel. You learn to go inward. There's nobody out here that's qualified to 
counsel you and to guide you as what you'll ultimately find within yourself when 
you learn to open doors.  
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6. Before accepting an Ordination/Rishi Bond, why should you seriously consider if 

it is spiritually important enough for you? 
• The only negative you could say is attached to the Rishi Bonds is that if you break 

your bond, you're going to have more frequency in your field to process, and it 
will be very difficult to process that coupled with the frequencies that are going to 
be coming through the Earth Grid in the next 20 years while staying at least 
emotionally centered. So before you make a decision to go ahead with a Rishi 
Bond, think about whether it is spiritually important enough for you to really do 
this. Because this is real; we're not kidding. There are energy transmissions that 
are given in this. You need to be aware that you can still do what you want out 
here, but you do it in a way that you’ve got to say "Okay, Higher Self/Whole Self  
(raise this to the level you want it), point me where I should be in my Divine 
Right Order." You assume this path of your Divine Right Order in any moment. 
What you should be doing with yourself ideally that would contribute to your 
greatest joy and development, and everyone else's around you—you aim for that, 
that Heroic Probability, which is your alignment with the God-Source. If you do 
that and you're committed to that, and you take it very  seriously, you're not going 
to have a problem with the Ordination, you're not going to have a problem with 
the Rishi Bond. 

• If you're ready, you'll know it, you'll feel it. And if you're not, that's okay too: 
that's what Initiations are for. That's where you just get the codes transmitted and 
you begin to have your process activated. Initiation doesn't have the same 
protection levels involved, it doesn't have the same acceleration levels involved, 
but it's a beginning. So if you're a little squeamish about "Am I gonna be able to 
really stay in my Heroic Probability and not crash my DNA by falling out of my 
bond with the Rishi,” you might want to do the Initiation instead. And you don't 
have to have either. You can just work with your own God Seed, and leave it at 
that. But the program works—it's amplified, each step you take. It will give you 
more focus, more strength, more clarity, faster than any one step alone.  

 
 

7. Why can channelling be dangerous? Why is it important to develop a Sealed 
Channel? 
• There's one thing that you will need to learn how to do, and eventually will, and 

that’s called “opening a channel.” Eventually you need to learn to hear your 
Higher Parts. Now, many Melchizedeks teach that channelling is bad, and the 
reason they’re teaching that is because if it’s not a Sealed Channel, it can be very 
dangerous. And you’re better off not channelling at all than taking a chance on 
having something infiltrate you and misguide you into harming yourself or 
someone else. At this point it’s very important that people learn to open to that 
guidance, because if things get a little rocky here as we go through these next 20 
years, there may not be any workshops to go to and we may be distracted with 
other things. If we knew we could access guidance right through our heads 
without having to turn on the television or call up somebody to ask “What do I do 
next?,” you’d feel a lot safer and you’d also take much more effective action. 
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Opening the channel is a gift if it’s done right, and doing it right is doing it on 
what’s called a Sealed Channel. That is a channel that’s sealed into the God Seed. 
For most people that will be what’s called a Melchizedek Sealed Channel, and it’s 
just a matter of working with the energy to reconfirm and make sure that 
channelled frequency is activated. You’ve activated it in the body and it creates 
that link. It creates a conduit of frequency that information can be moved into and 
any distortion in that information will be purged out. It will block out things that 
are trying to come in and infiltrate you. There are levels to the Sealed Channel. If 
you work with the God Seed alone, you can get a relatively Sealed Channel, better 
than just trying to channel without Sealing. Because what you usually get when 
channelling without Sealing are the 4th dimensional beings that don’t know any 
more than we do, and sometimes less.  

• You can Seal the channel with the God Seed just by doing energy work and 
running the meditations, if you happen to be of one of the pulses of consciousness 
that came purely out of the Melchizedek Cloister, which means you were created 
on the human vibration to begin with. In that case, you will have a Melchizedek 
Sealed Channel. But if you are from one of the pulses of consciousness that came 
out of another God Seed, that’s fine—they’re all God Seeds—but it’s a different 
configuration of energy. The Melchizedek God Seed can process that energy, but 
it won’t guarantee that you won't still pick up some distortion. There are some 
matrices that have distortions due to problems at the Avatar level. So it’s not a 
pure Seal unless you happen to be of the Melchizedek Cloister family, and you’d 
have to trace the whole signature to find that out. 

• If there is a disorder to a communication of frequency coming in, the Seal would 
attempt to reorder or harmonize the frequency, and if that was not possible it 
would bounce the communication off. So this is what Sealing will do. It will not 
stop you from talking to anybody in the universe you want; you can talk to 
anybody you want to out there once you open the lines to channel.  

 
 

8. What is Channelling all about? 
• Channelling is not that hard to do—we do it all the time, we just don’t realize it. 

We’re always translating energy signatures, and that’s what channelling is about. 
It’s about pulling in energy signatures. You could channel a plant; they do have 
consciousness, and some of them are very evolved.  

• You could learn to channel just about anything if you realize your body is built to 
move energy through it and to translate that energy. And all you need to do is 
point your consciousness toward something, move your consciousness into it—
because remember, you’re a Morphogenetic Field and so is everything else. Solid 
things are illusions. There’s no separation. If you just move your consciousness in 
a direction, you’re moving into the Morphogenetic Field of something else or 
someone else. You’ll get an imprint. Bring your consciousness back to you, and 
you will have something to read. There are levels of channelling. There’s live 
channelling, where one of the “higher-ups” comes into your body; they’ll walk in, 
and you go to sleep and they walk around in your body. Some people do that, but 
it is not advised. There are very special contracts that will allow those kinds of 
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channelling, but they tend to be very hard on the physical body and burn out the 
circuits fast. Most full body channels lose about 20 years of their life span. It’s not 
something you might want to rush into right away. And you don’t need it, because 
all you need to do is open the lines of communication.  

• Once in a while Ashayana channels Azara, but not in her full body—just her 
vocal chords. Azara is a member of Ashayana’s Oversoul family, so their codes 
are very similar. Azara often leads the meditations that Ashayana has not learned 
yet. Azara is of the Melchizedek Cloister line, so there’s not a problem with being 
compromised. When you start to open to your Soul family and your Oversoul 
family, that kind of channelling is okay, and is permitted. The Melchizedek 
Sealing will stop 4th dimensional interference from people who just happened to 
get thrown out of their bodies (they got hit by a car, etc.) and are floating around 
in the fourth dimension, not realizing what to do with their consciousness. 
They’re trying to find somewhere to put it. If you open a channel and they happen 
to feel a frequency coming from you, and you have the intention “I am open to 
receive, will someone talk to me?” They probably will. They’ll probably do more 
than talk; they’ll probably say “Aah! A body! Something to put myself in!” And 
they do that not because they’re trying to be mean but because they’re scared. 
They’ve crossed over without knowing what happened.  

• You don’t need astral (4th dimensional) interference. Because right now the 
Illuminatis and the ETs and the government people that they’re manipulating are 
using the 4th dimensional frequencies for their little mind control. You do not 
want to go to 4th dimensional frequency unless you have a full line-up above it 
that will clear out any distortions in that dimension. So that’s what the Sealed 
Channel programs are about.  

 
9. What was the significance of the planned group trip to Giza, Egypt in relation to 

the Stellar Activation Cycle? 
• At that time, the Earth was approaching the opening of the 4th Primary Vortice on 

the planet as part of the Stellar Activation Cycle. That is when 4th dimensional 
frequency starts to enter the Earth’s Grid, rather than just the planet’s core. It is 
part of the Ascension Cycle in which the frequency of the planet rises very 
quickly through progressive opening of the Vortices. The 4th Vortice is located in 
Giza. The Great Pyramid and the Sphinx are in the 4th Vortice area. Down 
underneath them is where the core of that Vortice can be accessed. It was a key 
point for the stability of the grids, the Earth’s Grids. And it was a key point that 
the Illuminati were trying to mess up. So the group was guided to set a field there 
that helped protect the Stellar Activation Site.  

 
10. There are three basic types of Families of Consciousness. How is your personal 

Family of Consciousness determined? Name the three types and describe them. 
• Your personal Family of Consciousness is determined by performing a Betcha 

Hova Scan [see Vocabulary section below].  
• On the planet right now there are three basic types of people’s gene codes 

matrices on which all their other personal gene code stuff is built. But their base 
underlying morphogenetic gene code will be either what’s called the Diamond 
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Sun Code, which is the pure light codes that have the full link through which that 
being can link with its Christed Self on Harmonic Universe 4 and can connect 
with the Rishi. Some of the Diamond Sun codes may be distorted because of the 
stuff that’s been done to us here, but at least they’re still there, at least you came 
in on that signature. There are others who have something called a Sun of Belil 
code: it has half and half, or somewhere near percentages like that, reversed 
strands and regular strands. And then you have something called the Black Sun 
codes, which are the pure beings born out of an Illuminati matrix and have a 
polarization and reversal in them. 

 
11. What did the number "666" originally stand for? 

• There are a number of correlations and a number of interpretations of this 
particular number that have been given, and there are correspondences that are 
built into the temples of Egypt and all sorts of things. What the “666” originally 
stood for was something called the Templar Axion Seal in the Illuminati matrix. It 
was a DNA seal that the Guardian races put on the 6th DNA strand: the 6th 
overtone and the 6th base tone of the 6th DNA strand. As a result of the Templar 
Axion Seal those born out of the Illuminati matrix could not ground their Avatars 
in the physical body down here. They could not ground anything more than sixth-
dimensional consciousness and could only bring in their Archetype level identity 
if they had incarnates here. They can’t bring their full Avatars in because that 
would be worse than the subtle influence that’s been brought down from the 
higher levels. “666” is  the code that is always associated with the Anti-Christ. It 
does have mathematical correspondences with other things, but the “666” coding 
is the gene code that goes with the Illuminati matrices. 

 
12. Describe Rishi Communication. 

• Rishi don’t channel like normal things channel. If you get used to channelling on 
a Sealed Channel program, you’ll hit levels where first you’ll get almost a 
telepathic impression: “Did I hear that? Must’ve been my own thoughts…That 
must’ve been me. No, it must be my subconscious.” You go through that for a 
while. Then you start to be able to really feel “Alright, this is probably something 
communicating with me, or some higher part of me or whatever.” After a while 
you will "feel-hear," because it’s not hearing voices in your head. A lot of 
psychology people like to say “Oh, you channel—you hear voices in your head, 
do you?” You know, like “What prescription might we give you for that 
problem…”  

• First of all, you don’t hear the Rishi in your head; it’s not like hearing out here. 
It’s a little different. The only time they’ll do voices in your head is if it’s 
something really important or you’re in danger and you’re not paying attention. 
Then they’ll do that; they can do it by triggering certain things, such as your brain 
chemistry. But usually their communication is a felt hearing, almost like you can 
see that way, too. You can close your eyes and imagine a picture of something: 
see absolutely nothing, yet you "see-feel" it exactly in detail—you can tell what 
color it is, what shape it is. There’s a "see-feel" and a "see-hear" that goes with 
your Inner Senses. So you will get that with the Rishi first, usually. If you get a 
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line of verbal communication—if you’re going through a process in which you’re 
going to work with a stack of guides, which means you’ll get one on the 5th 
dimension or the 7th dimension—they’ll give you a chain of guiding, parts of 
your identity. Or if your identity has problems on those levels, they’ll send 
somebody else in to serve as your guide to get you into linking with the Rishi, and 
you may get verbal communication. Just like talking to somebody here, but it 
won’t be the loud stuff; it’ll be that kind of telepathic energy-vibration-impulse 
that yes, it sounds like words, but my ears don’t hear it. 

• When you get into real Rishi communication, it’s direct cognition—you can feel 
bursts of energy. You can feel transmissions of light that carry huge amounts of 
data on them. It’s like you can step-down the whole process of using words that 
take too long, and you just get it. During international workshops the Rishis 
transmit through the fields of the Speakers very gentle balls of energy that will 
attach to whoever in the room has frequency high enough to start pulling it. It will 
leave little packages of data for you in the form of light. And that data will 
translate (once you get used to translating) sometimes into a verbal 
communication or sometimes you “just get it” and you get this whole big 
awakening, and you feel like all of a sudden you know all about a certain thing. 
That’s some of the things you will look forward to when you begin to channel. 

 

 
Vocabulary 

 
 
1. Ordination: 
The purpose of receiving Ordinations is to expedite DNA activation. The process is 
performed by someone who has the ability to run specific frequencies. This individual 
will connect with the Soul of the individual desiring Ordination and ask permission to 
continue with the ordination. 
 
A frequency bridge is then created between the one being Ordained and their Highest 
God Seed Self. The Highest God Seed Self will send the energies into the one being 
Ordained via the person doing the Ordination to release the Cranial-Sacral Seals in 
Chakras 2 and 8, the Will Centers, so the individual will be able to bring those 
frequencies in on their own. 
 
A Level 1 Ordination bonds one with the Personal Identity Rishi Level, and begins the 
process of activating DNA strands 4–6 for the process of Alpha Hova Body merger and 
Soul Integration, through which Soul Awareness embodies within the physical body. 
 
2. Rishi Bond: 
When you let a Rishi link with your energetic field during an Ordination. 
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3. Merkaba Star [Star of David]: 
The Merkaba Star represents the symbol code that controls the 12th dimension, the 
Christed level of identity. That is the highest level that can be fully embodied in the 
human gene code. It is used in energy exercises to create a protective seal of one’s 
frequencies 
 
4. Hova Bodies: 
Our 8 Stations of Identity (Morphogenetic Bodies) in our multidimensional anatomy of 
human consciousness. Five are within the Time Matrix and 3 within the Energy Matrix. 
Each is a 3-Dimensional Electromagnetic Domain created by the Scalar Shields that serve 
as stations of dimensionalized consciousness. 
 
5. Stellar Activation Cycle: 
An Ascension Cycle in which the frequency of the planet rises very quickly through 
progressive opening of the planetary Vortices. 
 
6. Illuminati: 
Humans and other hybrid races who serve as Fallen Angelic puppets and are being 
manipulated by fear for personal survival and a desire for acquisition of power to prevent 
pain and create personal pleasure. The Illuminati are covertly metaphysically motivated 
towards the One World Order Fallen Angelics’ Master Plan. 
 
7. Rishi: 
The Rishi Identity corresponds to the Raja Hova Body Level of Identity in Density 5, 
Dimensions 13-14-15 of the Time Matrix. 
 
8. God Seed: 
Within Source, at the level of the God Seed, there are created sets of God Seeds (12 in 
each set). The God Seed is imbued with the characteristics of consciousness possessed by 
the Yunasai (God Source), and thus creates within itself smaller constructs of 
consciousness that reflect the structures set by the Yunasai, a process of exponential 
fractalization. The God Seed represents the Source Family of Gestalt Consciousness 
within which the levels of individuated identity have their being. The Yunasai creates 
many God Seeds, and in relation to the structure of our Cosmic Order, there are 24 (2 sets 
of 12) Primary God Seed Collectives within our cosmos and universes manifest. They are 
known as Yusette Identities, and exist in a state of perpetual At-one-ment with the Mind 
of God. 
 
9. Betcha Hova Scan: 
The Betcha Hova Scan reads the personal gene code matrix to determine the Family of 
Consciousness [which matrix a person is out of]. To perform a Betcha Hova Scan one has 
to be able to perceive from the 4th Hova Body. The matrix would be seen as a starburst 
of energy that has 12 strands.  This is a technique that is part of the Flame Body 
Activation and Shadow Body Healing series. See: 
http://www.azuritepress.com/techniques/technique_18.html 
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Multiple Choice 
 
 
1. What are Ordinations NOT about? 

(a) Titles and ego trips 
(b) Energy and frequency 
(c) Accelerated DNA 
(d) Rishi Bond 
(e) Hova Body alignment 

 
2. If Harmonic Universe 4 collectively represents the Christos, what would the 

reversed Harmonic Universe 4 represent?  
(a) Rishi consciousness 
(b) Sun of Belil 
(c) Anti-Christos 
(d) Black Sun 

 
3. There is only one situation in which you would hear communication from your 

Rishi in your head instead of the usual  “felt” hearing. When would that be?  
(a) Requesting financial advice 
(b) When it’s important, such as being in danger 
(c) Channelled communication from loved ones that have passed on 
(d) Transmission of Keylontic Science knowledge 

 
4. What contributes to Merkaba Field activation?  

(a) Linking with a Rishi 
(b) Integration of a Hova Body Shield 
(c) Thinking the word "Merkaba" 
(d) All of the above 

 
5. Which consciousness level decided to reverse their matrices, resulting in 

Illuminati matrices in Harmonic Universe 1?  
(a) Rishi 
(b) Avatar 
(c) Oversoul 
(d) Soul  

 
6. What is the only negative to having a Rishi Bond? 

(a) The Rishi will be interested in controlling you 
(b) You will hear voices in your head 
(c) Breaking the bond would result in excess frequency to process, possibly causing 

emotional instability 
(d)  All of the above 
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7. The portal through which we enter the Energy Matrix is at Mintaka, which is in 
the Orion Star system. Which dimensional frequencies are located there?  
(a) 8th 
(b) 10th 
(c) 12th 
(d) 15th 

 
8. Which offers greater protection and activation levels?  

(a) Initiation 
(b) Ordination 
(c) Sealed Channelling  
(d) All the above are equal 
 
 

Six Steps Toward Joy 
 
 
5.     Experience Stillness—Know Silence: Sit quietly, breath slowly and deeply, cease 
mind chatter and hold body as still as possible; block out or remove distracting stimuli. 
Bring attention to a Single Point of Focus and experience NO-Thing. Discover the Still 
Point of your Eternal Core. Shhhh.  
 
(Taken from Angelic Realities handbook, page 78.) 
 
Multiple Choice Answers:  
1. A, 2. C, 3. B, 4. D, 5. B, 6. C, 7. A, 8. B. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The dynamics of the emerging MCEO materials involve the reality that the detailed understanding of major 
topics is under continuous development; therefore, the contents, and level of detail herein, are as advanced 
as possible UP TO the date of the workshop recording. 
 


